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Be4ward

• A niche management consultancy with award 

winning success in delivering artwork capability

• We provide specialist consulting services to the 

global pharmaceutical, biotech and medical device 

industry

• Our team combines operational management 

experience, subject matter expertise and excellent 

consulting skills to help our clients deliver successful 

change

• Whilst we have in depth knowledge of the supply 

base in our areas of focus, we provide independent 

advice to our clients

• Our current areas of focus include:

– Packaging and artwork management

– Product complexity management, late customisation 

and postponement

– Product coding, UDI, serialisation and anti-

counterfeiting

– Secondary packaging supply chain design

– Post merger legal entity and brand integration

Andrew Love

• Vice President, Be4ward Ltd

– assisting a number of Pharmaceutical, Biotech, Medical Device 

and Healthcare clients with packaging management related 

engagements.

• Prior: Global head of pharmaceutical packaging for 

GlaxoSmithKline

– Led re-engineering of GSK’s product change management 

capability. 

– Established GSK’s global packing design capability 

– Led definition of GSK’s strategy for serialisation, authentication, 

anti-counterfeiting and product coding.

– Led development of GSK’s Global Packaging Strategy

• Previous: GSK and specialty chemical industry

– various engineering, supply chain and operational roles 

• Masters Degree in Engineering, MBA and Chartered 

Engineer

• Based in London, UK.  Contact details: 

andrew.love@be4ward.com, +44 203 318 0939
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Our team have won many awards for their work, including the establishment of a world 
class global artwork capability for a Top 3 Pharma Co.1
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Topics

• EU FMD Tamper Evidence requirements

• EU FMD serialisation legislation

• Typical impacts of serialisation

• Some learnings
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I am going to assume that everyone at this session has a rudimentary 
understanding of serialisation.



EU FMD Tamper evidence requirements
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The EU FMD legislation requires Tamper Evidence to be 

applied

General anti-tampering considerations

• Types of anti-tampering technology to use 

e.g. transparent seal, enhanced seal, 

glue, mechanical

• Brand image & product security 

consistency across products, sites & 

packaging lines

• Pack surface specification where seal or 

glue will be applied

• Packaging line equipment / process 

restrictions e.g. size, location, orientation

• Other benefits / features of sealing 

technology e.g. covert anti-counterfeiting

• Space on artwork for sealGlue 

type(s) 

to use

Size, 

specification 

& location of 

seals

With such a high focus on Serialisation, it is easy to forget about the tamper 
evidence requirements
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EU FMD Serialisation Legislation
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The EU FMD defines a Serialise & Authenticate “end-to-

end” model for the whole of the EEA

Manufacturer’s principle serialisation 

related requirements

• Create Master Data & publish

– Pan-EU Hub, therefore one(?) publish 

point, which then disseminates info. to 

National Systems

• Serialise smallest salable unit

– One UID: Data Matrix & text

• Publish serialisation event information

• Update serialisation information

– E.g. on destruction, recall, export

• Authenticate returns with Hub

• Support downstream supply chain

– E.g. responding to alerts, managing 

issues

There are still risks and issues to be resolved….

Other SC partners

• Repacking

– Decommissioning & re-

serialisation

• Authentication

– For high risk product

Pharmacy

• Authenticate

• Dispensed status 

update

Initial serialisation deadline: 

February 2019

Can also be 

done by 

Wholesaler in 

certain 

circumstances

Except 

Italy
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Do you act 

as a 

Wholesaler?
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There are many on-going developments in the EU which 

have implications for manufacturers 

EMVO & EU Hub

• EMVO established & Hub running

– Upgrade

• Cost model agreed based on Marketing 

Authorisation Holder number

– Initial set-up

– Annual fee

• Contract & on-boarding process 

established
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Local Country Requirements & NMVOs

• Local scope finalisation, e.g. Non-Rx

• Local coding requirements being finalised

– GTIN, NTIN, NHRN

– Exiting marking phase-out

• NMVOs being established

– System suppliers being selected

• Cost models being defined

– Basis similar to EMVO?

• Contract & on-boarding process being established

Some Manufacturer implications

• Local scope impact?

• Distribution capabilities, e.g. returns, export outside EEA

• Budgets, contracts & on-boarding with EMVO & NMVOs

• Aggregation requirements & resulting information flow model(s)?

• Pack change planning & implementation

• Master data management & quality

EMVO first come 

first served

Beyond “basic” serialisation 

capability for Rx product



Typical impacts of serialisation
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Serialisation has broad ranging impact across a typical 

pharmaceutical company
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Typical impact of serialisation on Pharma company

This impact often extends to supply chain & marketing partners as well.
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New packaging line capabilities will undoubtedly be 

required
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Technology is also required in distribution centres to manage a 
Track & Trace model.

Typical serialisation packaging equipment for Track & Trace

Secondary Pack 
Coding

• Mark
• Verify
• Reject

Case Packing
• Create shipper label
• Aggregate

Palletisation
• Create shipper label
• Aggregate

Some considerations
• Who will serialise the product

• How will serialisation be achieved

Line / site control system(s)
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An often complex IT architecture is also required to 

support serialisation

Unfortunately, the supply base for much of this technology is not very 
mature.

Illustrative serialisation IT architecture
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Core Capability System

UID 
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Manufacturing Organizations
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Distribution 
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Companies will need to ensure a number of capabilities 

are in place to meet serialisation legislation

Governance

Requirements 

Interpretation & 

Change 

Initiation

Packaging 

Capabilities

Distribution 

Capabilities

Information 

Sharing 

Capabilities

Business Processes

IT Tools

Program & Project 

Management
SC Partner & 

Service Provider 

Selection & 

Management

Performance & 

Improvement 

Management

Organisation & 

People Management
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Data Management

Any serialisation program needs to consider all of these aspects.
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Some learnings
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Things we wish we had known before starting a 

serialisation program

• Executives need to understand that 

serialisation will halt supply if 

implemented badly

• The technology is still relatively 

immature

• The supply base is overstretched

• Ensure a robust cross-supply chain 

impact assessment is carried out 

and maintained

• Ensure the true complexities of your 

supply chain are understood early

• Choose solutions that will be 

globally capable

• Develop and leverage standard 

solutions where possible

• Do not underestimate the amount of 

resources required to deliver 

serialisation

• Put a capable, motivated and 

dynamic leader on the problem

• Ensure you understand the 

evolution of serialisation legislation 

and instruct your organisation 

accordingly

• Involve local country teams and 

management early

• Get an end-to-end solution working 

early

• Do not forget the non-legislative 

benefits of serialisation
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Contact me for a copy of our booklet on the topic.
andrew.love@be4ward.com
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Contact details:

Andrew.love@be4ward.com

48 Warwick Street, London, W1B 5AW, UK: 

0800 098 8795, 0203 318 0939

Montreal, Canada: 888 308 8657


